The movement of microswimmers is often described by active Brownian particle models. Here we introduce a variant of these models with several internal states of the swimmer to describe stochastic strategies for directional swimming such as run and tumble or run and reverse that are used by microorganisms for chemotaxis. The model includes a mechanism to generate a directional bias for chemotaxis and interactions with external fields (e.g., gravity, magnetic field, fluid flow) that impose forces or torques on the swimmer. We show how this modified model can be applied to various scenarios: First, the run and tumble motion of E. coli is used to establish a paradigm for chemotaxis and investigate how it is affected by external forces. Then, we study magneto-aerotaxis in magnetotactic bacteria, which is biased not only by an oxygen gradient towards a preferred concentration, but also by magnetic fields, which exert a torque on an intracellular chain of magnets. We study the competition of magnetic alignment with active reorientation and show that the magnetic orientation can improve chemotaxis and thereby provide an advantage to the bacteria, even at rather large inclination angles of the magnetic field relative to the oxygen gradient, a case reminiscent of what is expected for the bacteria at or close to the equator. The highest gain in chemotactic velocity is obtained for run and tumble with a magnetic field parallel to the gradient, but in general a mechanism for reverse motion is necessary to swim against the magnetic field and a run and reverse strategy is more advantageous in the presence of a magnetic torque. This finding is consistent with observations that the dominant mode of directional changes in magnetotactic bacteria is reversal rather than tumbles. Moreover, it provides guidance for the design of future magnetic biohybrid swimmers.
Author summary
In this paper, we propose a modified Active Brownian particle model to describe bacterial swimming behavior under the influence of external forces and torques, in particular of a magnetic torque. This type of interaction is particularly important for magnetic biohybrids (i.e. motile bacteria coupled to a synthetic magnetic component) and for magnetotactic a1111111111 a1111111111 a1111111111 a1111111111 a1111111111
Introduction
The motion of many microorganisms as well as synthetic and biohybrid microswimmers is based on a directed self-propulsion over short time and length scale. On larger scales, however, these swimmers typically perform (persistent) random walks due to either the Brownian rotation of their direction of propulsion, which is unavoidable due to their small size, or due to active mechanisms of re-orientation such as the tumbling of bacteria [1] [2] [3] . Biasing this random motion is key to directional motion on large scales. The paradigm for such directional guidance is the chemotaxis of bacteria such as Escherichia coli, which alternate between straight runs and abrupt changes of direction called tumbles. Chemosensing and intracellular signaling to the flagella bias the resulting random walk by prolonging runs in the direction up a gradient of a chemoattractant [3, 4] .
Other mechanisms of steering microswimmers make use of external fields that orient the swimming. Specifically, homogeneous magnetic fields are a promising steering mechanism for microswimmers that are equipped with a magnetic moment, a situation that occurs naturally in magnetotactic bacteria [5] [6] [7] , but is also used in a variety of synthetic and biohybrid swimmers [8] [9] [10] . A number of interesting questions relate to the combination of two mechanisms of directional guidance: Which strategies do microorganisms use to resolve conflicts between different directional inputs such as chemotaxis and external forces? Which strategies could be implemented in synthetic systems?
Magnetotactic bacteria are a natural example of bacteria undergoing both chemotaxis and magnetic interactions: the passive alignment to the Earth magnetic field of the intracellular magnetic chain of these bacteria is usually intertwined with aerotaxis, i.e. chemotaxis for oxygen [5-7, 11, 12] . Still, the interaction with such a weak field does not provide perfect alignment. What is the advantage given by magnetic fields to the magnetotactic bacteria? Previous studies approached these questions at the population level, both from an experimental and computational point of view, and suggested that the magnetic orientation may provide an advantage for the tactic dynamics of the bacteria [13] [14] [15] . These studies however, do not answer the question whether this is always the case, e.g. if the chemical gradient and the magnetic field steer the bacteria in very different directions, and have not addressed the dependence on the chemotactic strategy. The latter question is also important for biohybrids, where a chemotactic strategy that is not adapted to work with a magnetic torque is combined with magnetic steering. Such chemotactic biohybrid swimmer have been realized very recently, by functionalizing E. coli bacteria with magnetic beads [16] . Magnetically steerable biohybrids or functionalized magnetotactic bacteria are envisioned for biomedical applications such as drug delivery and cancer or biofilms targeting [7, 17, 18] . So far, these applications are at the proofof-principle state [7, 17, 18] , but eventually, understanding how magnetic fields or other external forces interact with chemotaxis may help in the rational design of such systems.
In this work, we introduce a theoretical approach to address these questions at the micrometer scale. Two types of theoretical approaches have been used to describe the persistent random walks of microswimmers: bacterial chemotaxis has been described by random walk models, which provide a rather accurate description of the bacterial trajectories with abrupt turns due to tumbling [3, 19, 20] . Tumbling is usually not included in the active Brownian particle models commonly used to describe self-propelled particles. Active Brownian particle models, however allow for the straightforward incorporation of external forces and have therefore been used extensively to study interactions between active particles and the resulting collective effects [2, 21] . Here, we combine features of both approaches into a multi-state active Brownian particle model for chemotactic motion. Our approach uses a Langevin equation of motion, in which external forces or torques are easily included (See Fig 1a) , but also accounts for the abrupt changes of motion (run and tumble, run and reverse, etc.) characteristic for the motion of many microorganism. Similar approaches have occasionally been used [22, 23] , including one study incorporating external forces [24] and one incorporating surface attachment as an additional state of the swimmer [25] .
Here, we use this model as a general approach to chemotaxis under the influence of external forces and torques and determine how such forces and torques influence the chemotactic velocity. Specifically, we apply it to the magneto-aerotaxis of magnetotactic bacteria and study the competition of orientation changes with the alignment with the field. Moreover, we compare the 'run and reverse' and 'run and tumble' strategies for chemotaxis. We show that run and reverse allows for magneto-aerotaxis at arbitrary orientations of the magnetic field relative to the gradient, while a higher speed-up of chemotaxis by the field can be reached for run and tumble, but only for limited configuration of field to gradient orientations. In particular, the presence of a magnetic field can speed up the formation of a magneto-aerotactic band around a preferred oxygen concentration in the case of run and Model for swimming and chemotaxis in external fields. a) The model describes a bacterium that actively swims with velocity v, and that is subject to an external force F and a magnetic field B (measured in microTesla, μT). Its random walk may also be biased to perform chemotaxis in a concentration gradient rC thanks to active changes of direction such as tumbles or reversals. b) Examples trajectories for run and tumble motion in the presence of a magnetic field. The magnetic interaction helps to reduce the motion of the bacteria to an effectively onedimensional motion and directs it in the direction of the magnetic field. Active directional changes (tumbles) result in swimming in other directions, an effect that is increasingly suppressed with increasing intensity of the magnetic field. reverse, while band formation is prevented by a magnetic field for run and tumble. Our results indicate that magnetic orientation of chemotactic cells is beneficial for the cells under a wide range of conditions, but not universally so, and that the choice of chemotactic strategy is crucial to benefit from a magnetic orientation.
Materials and methods

Theoretical model and simulation
To describe bacterial chemotaxis subject to external fields, we use an active Brownian particle model with multiple internal states (e.g., "run" and "change of direction"). The bacteria are described as point particles with position r and a direction vector e that determines the direction of self-propulsion. In each state, their dynamics is given by Langevin equations:
In these equations, k B is the Boltzmann constant, γ t and γ r are the translational and rotational friction coefficients, respectively, v is the speed of self propulsion, σ is the sign of the self-propulsion velocity (±1 for parallel or antiparallel to e, 0 for no self-propulsion), F ext and T ext describe external forces and torques and ξ t and ξ r describe uncorrelated white noise in the translational and rotational degrees of freedom. The translational noise is purely thermal with temperature T, but the rotational noise may have additional contributions. Specifically, we consider the case of run and tumble motion. In this case, σ = 1 during runs and σ = 0 during tumbles, corresponding to self-propulsion during runs and no self-propulsion during tumbles, respectively (see S1 Fig) . Moreover, the rapid reorientation during tumbles is described by a noise strength that exceeds the thermal noise. We adopt a description of the orientation changes during tumbles by rotational diffusion with an effective temperature T tumble > T. This temperature approximates the distribution of orientation changes [26] (but not the correlations of angular change and tumble duration [27] ). Matching that distribution to the observed distribution for E. coli (with an average reorientation by 68˚) [28] results in an effective temperature of T tumble = 4.2 × 10 4 K (see S2 Fig) . Transitions between the run and tumble states are stochastic with exponentially distributed dwell times and occur with rates k run ¼ t À 1 run and k tumble ¼ t À 1 tumble [28] . The average tumble time τ tumble is rather short (' 0.1 s) and constant, the average run time τ run is longer (' 1 s) [28] and is modulated by a chemical gradient for chemotaxis. Without loss of generality, these chosen values are based on the widely-studied E. coli behavior [28] . Results can be easily scaled to other parameter choices. For a chemoattractant, we use the following simple implementation of that modulation (other functional dependencies can also be used [29, 30] ):
where τ 0 indicates the mean run time in absence of gradients, t up and t down represent the positive-biased times and the negative one, rC k indicates the projection of the chemical gradient onto the direction of motion and rC 0 is a threshold gradient for which the maximal run time is reached. τ run can be interpreted as a response function to the gradient and concentration. See S1 Text for more details. Run and reverse motion is described in a completely analogous way with three states, run (σ = 1), reversal pause (mimicking the slowing observed before reversals [13, 31, 32] , with σ = 0), and reverse run (σ = −1) (see S1 Fig) . Transitions occur in a cyclic fashion from run to pause, to reverse to pause to run with average durations τ run , τ pause and τ reverse respectively. In contrast to run and tumble, the orientational noise is thermal in all three states. Due to thermal rotational diffusion during the pause, the orientation of the cells changes on average by 170i n a reversal. Chemotaxis modulates τ run and τ reverse in the same way as in the case of run and tumble.
We emphasize that the models we use here do not include detailed descriptions of the chemotactic response. Specifically, signaling and adaptation are not described explicitly. Rather the model is based on a coarse-grained description of the random walk that arises from that signaling. Such an approach, while clearly being simplified and not accounting for all features of chemotactic behavior, has two advantages: On the one hand, such a coarse-grained description can also be used when the underlying chemotactic mechanisms are unknown. On the other hand, the coarse-grained description is also computationally less expensive when simulating large numbers of cells or trajectories over long time scales as we do here, in particular when we study the formation of magneto-aerotactic bands.
For most simulations with either scenario, we use the parameters estimated from the experimental data for E. coli from the literature [3, 28] (see S1 Table) . Parameters are adjusted to match our simulation results to the experiments for magnetoaerotactic band formation of M. gryphiswaldense as described below/in Results (see S2 Table) .
The simulations are performed with a custom written code in Fortran 90 (the S1 Source Code is included in the supplementary materials). The stochastic equation are integrated through a Euler method [33, 34] , while the vectors ξ t and ξ r (representing the uncorrelated white noise) are three-dimensional vectors of Gaussian random numbers [33, 35] , numerically obtained by a Box Muller method [34] .
Simulation of magneto-aerotactic band formation
To compare our simulations to the capillary experiments performed for M. gryphiswaldense (see below), the model is extended to include interactions with the capillary walls and a dynamic oxygen gradient: Upon contact with a capillary wall, an active reversal of the direction of motion is simulated, as observed experimentally for flat surfaces [36] . The dimensions of the capillary are matched to the experimental ones as far as possible, with the same length of 40 mm, and a section of 0.1 × 0.1 mm 2 (real capillary: 40 mm × 2 mm × 0.2 mm), with a average bacterial density as in the experiment (25000 bacteria are simulated, 6.25 × 10 7 cell mL −1 corresponding to an optical density OD = 0.18).
The oxygen gradient builds up dynamically due to diffusion into the capillary from the capillary's open end and consumption of oxygen by the bacteria in its interior. Therefore, alongside with the integration of the bacterial equation of motion, the equation for oxygen is integrated in three dimensions, as well [12] [13] [14] 
Here C is the oxygen concentration, D O 2 the oxygen diffusion constant, k the consumption rate, ρ the local number of bacteria and C a a cutoff to avoid negative concentration. The boundary conditions on the plane x = 0 is set to C = 216 μM. The starting condition is completely anoxic (the oxygen is absent), as in the experiments. The density of bacteria and the oxygen concentration and gradient are constant within bins of the discretized space (dimension 20 μm × 20 μm × 20 μm).
Since our simulation indicate that robust formation of a band requires a sufficiently steep response to the chemical gradient, i.e. a small value of rC 0 in Eq 2 (see S3a-S3d Fig) and the value of rC 0 has only a small effect on the chemotactic velocity (S3e and S3f Fig) , we used the limiting case of τ run for rC 0 � 0 in these simulations. Finally, the run times change along the course of a bacterial trajectory, because the run times (or the reversal rates) are dependent on the oxygen gradient as well as the oxygen concentration, the latter because in (magneto-)aerotaxis, oxygen acts as an attractant at low concentrations but as a repellent at high concentrations (see ref. [12] ). In our simulations, the duration of a run is decided by the local oxygen concentration and oxygen gradient at the beginning of a run, thus changes within a run are neglected. This is unproblematic, because the oxygen profile changes slowly on the length scale of a run. There is however, one exception: In our simulations of magneto-aerotactic band formation, when a bacterium crosses the preferred oxygen concentration, the run times change drastically because of the reversed bias as oxygen switches from an attractant to a repellent. Therefore, in this situation the change of the run time during the run has to be included. This is implemented by starting a new run in the same direction when crossing the preferred concentration (implementing an instantaneous change in the reversal rate). Without this, unrealistically broad bands form (see S4 Fig) , as the bacteria 'overshoot' in the unfavorable direction, while the change in the reversal rate results in shorter runs, reducing band width.
Capillary experiments
The experiments are performed following Bennet et al. [12, 13] . Briefly, MSR-1 bacteria cultures are grown in the cultivation medium reported by Heyen and Schüler [37] . A motile population is obtained using a procedure reported by Bennet et al. [13] . After growing in the agar semisolid medium, they are grown to mid-exponential phase in homogeneous oxygen conditions in the tubes at 1 mT homogenous magnetic field. 1 ml of motile cells is harvested during the cell's mid-exponential growth phase. After harvesting, the cells show axial magnetotactic behavior, meaning that under homogeneous oxygen conditions they swim in both directions in a strong external magnetic field. An optical density (OD) of 0.1 at 565 nm is adjusted, which corresponds to 3.4 × 10 7 cells ml −1 . Two other OD are considered: 0.05 and 0.2. The sample is degassed using nitrogen for 15 minutes and the sample is introduced into a rectangular microcapillary (VitroTubes, #3520-050,) by capillary forces. One end of the capillary is sealed with petroleum jelly and the capillary is glued onto a microscope slide and mounted onto the microscope stage. The microscope features 3 orthogonal Helmholtz coils, which are used to cancel Earths magnetic field with a precision of 0.2 μT and to create a homogeneous 50 μT magnetic field antiparallel to the oxygen gradient inside the capillary at the sample position [13] . A 60x objective (Nikon, Plan Apo VC, 1.2 NA, WI) is used to image cell motility and localize the band position. A 10x objective is used to image the band and measure its size. The images are processed with ImageJ (Version 1.50h, Wayne Rasband National Institutes of Health, USA): from 100 frames (fps = 100 s −1 ) the standard deviation is calculated. The standard deviation image is a quantification of the movement of the bacteria, where white areas indicate high movement and black areas low movement. The gray-intensity profile of the standard deviation image is then plotted as function of the position in the frame, with the vertical values averaged, with ImageJ 'Plot Profile' function. in this way, the band profile is obtained and then it is fitted with Matlab (Version R2017a, Mathworks) with a Laplace distribution. The 10x magnification videos are pre-processed with ImageJ for background subtraction and quality improvement, and then they are tracked with a custom-made tracking algorithm [13] . The 4th-order velocities are extracted from the trajectories with a custom-made Matlab program.
Results
Run and tumble chemotaxis in an external field
To study the interplay of chemotaxis and external fields guiding the swimming of a microorganism, we introduced a model that combines the features of an active Brownian particle, specifically a Langevin equation, into which external forces and torques are easily introduced, with mechanisms for active directional changes such as tumbling and reversals (see Methods and Fig 1a) . The latter are modulated by chemical gradients in order to implement a coarsegrained description of chemotaxis that does not explicitly describe the underlying signaling. Example trajectories for run and tumble in the presence of an external magnetic field without chemical gradients are shown in Fig 1b. The magnetic interaction helps to reduce the motion of the bacteria to an effectively one-dimensional motion and directs it in the direction of the magnetic field.
Using this model, we first simulate run and tumble chemotaxis. Fig 2a shows representative trajectories and the one-dimensional mean square displacement. In the absence of a chemoattractant gradient, a bacterium performs a persistent random walk with directed motion with velocity v on small time scales and random diffusive motion on long time scales. The latter is [38] . A gradient of a chemoattractant biases this random walk up the gradient with velocity v taxis ' 1.08 μms −1 (Fig 2a) . As a first simple example for the influence of an external field, we consider a constant external force, which might represent a force applied by the flow of the fluid in which the swimmer moves, or by optical or magnetic tweezers onto the swimmer [39] . Under a constant force, the run and tumble trajectories become biased (stretched out) in the direction of the force. The directionalities imposed by the force and by chemotaxis are linearly superimposed, thus forces with a component parallel to the gradient enhance/promote chemotaxis, while forces with an antiparallel component reduce it ( Fig  2b) . Chemotactic swimming up the gradient is impossible for opposing forces exceeding a threshold value F � = −γ t v taxis (F = 0)/cos θ F,rC , where θ F,rC is the angle between the gradient and the force (see S2 Text for the calculation of the taxis velocities). We note that the dependence on the force may be more complex than linear if chemotactic signaling is in a recently described nonlinear regime, where the change of the concentration during a run causes a positive feedback in the signaling system [40] .
Run and tumble under the influence of a magnetic torque
We next use the model to describe the interaction of a bacterium with a magnetic moment (which could be a magnetotactic bacterium or a magnetically functionalized E. coli) with a homogeneous magnetic field B in the absence of chemical gradients. In this case, we have a torque T ext = M × B, where M = M e is the magnetic moment of the bacterium, but no force, F ext = 0. The magnetic torque tends to align the direction vector e of the bacterium with the magnetic field and thereby biases the motion in the direction of the field. However, tumbling perturbs this alignment, so run and tumble motion is characterized by strong perturbations of alignment due to tumbles, followed by relaxation to the aligned state during the runs (Fig 3a) (with a characteristic relaxation timet ¼ ðBg À 1 r MÞ À 1 [11, 41] , see S3 Text and S5 Fig for more details). Thus, there is a competition between two time scales, the relaxation time characteristic Chemotaxis without/with forces. a) Comparison between the mean square displacement with (red) and without chemotaxis (blue). Inset: three different realizations of trajectories with chemotaxis towards an attractant with gradient directed along þx . b) Taxis velocities in the presence of a constant force at different angles θ F,rC relative to the concentration gradient and with different absolute values F ext . The dashed line corresponds to the case without force. For the used parameters, see S1 Table. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007548.g002
of alignmentt, and the mean run time τ run , after which a tumble perturbs the alignment. For t run <t, the magnetic field does not have enough time to re-align the bacterium before the next tumble, resulting in larger fluctuations similar to an increased temperature. Indeed, the alignment of the swimming direction of magnetotactic bacteria has been described by an effective temperature [42, 43] . To test this concept in our model, we fit the cosine of the angle between the field and the orientation vector θ e,B with the Langevin function [11, 42] 
using the effective temperature T eff as a fit parameter (Fig 3b) . The effective temperature depends on the run time (Fig 3c) , reflecting the competition of the two time scales, and interpolates between the noise strength of tumbling and the actual temperature. While the Langevin function with an effective temperature gives a good fit for the order parameter hcos(θ)i, the distribution of the angle deviates clearly from a thermal distribution [11] (see also S4 Text)
with that effective temperature (Fig 3d) . The simulated distribution presents a peak due to the thermal distribution during runs after relaxation and a broad tail that depends on tumbling and relaxation and is not explainable with a thermal distribution. This observation suggests that measuring the distribution of the alignment angle might provide a way to distinguish the non-thermal noise due to discrete tumble events from non-thermal noise that might be present continuously due to the active swimming motion. The observation of a peak at low angles is consistent with a recent report, where this peak is interpreted as a velocity condensation effect [44] ; however, our peak is not centered around zero as in that report, but has its maximum at a finite value. We show in S7 Fig that this difference arises from the presence of noise and from considering trajectories in a three-dimensional space rather than two-dimensional projections, both in contrast to ref. [44] . Finally we note that the non-thermal fluctuations that are induced at discrete time points by tumbling are not observed in the run and reverse scenario, where the fluctuations of orientation are thermal in all states of the particle.
Chemotaxis with magnetic torque
The magnetoaerotaxis of magnetotatic bacteria provides an example of chemotaxis influenced by a magnetic torque. The magnetotatic bacteria perform aerotaxis, a chemotactic motion towards micro-aerobic conditions, i.e. towards a preferred (low) oxygen concentration, while being passively oriented by the magnetic field of the Earth. In the natural environment, the inclination of the magnetic field of the Earth with respect to the vertical direction typically results in an angle between the directions defined by the magnetic field and the oxygen gradient. Here we test this scenario with our model for a gradient constant in time and space. In particular, we compare different taxis strategies in the presence of magnetic fields (reverses appear typical in magnetotactic bacteria [13] , but there have also been reports of tumbling [45] ), with the aim of explaining why natural magnetotactic bacteria adopt some strategies and not others. To this extent, we investigate the effect of a magnetic field on chemotaxis towards an attractant for run and tumble as well as run and reverse motion. Our simulations show that a magnetic field parallel to the gradient is beneficial to both scenarios, since it increases the chemotactic velocity, but that an antiparallel field can be overcome only by run and reverse (Fig 4) , suggesting that the natural behavior of magnetotactic bacteria is dominated by reversals rather than by tumbling, consistently with experimental observations [13, 45] . The price for the ability to swim against the direction of the magnetic field is an overall lower velocity (compared to tumble) due to the greater contributions of backward motion. Nevertheless, the magnetic field enhances the chemotactic motion up to rather large angles (approximately 60˚in Fig 4) . For angles close to 90˚, the chemotactic velocity is lower than without the field for both reverse and tumble, therefore rising the question whether magnetotaxis is beneficial at such high field inclinations.
An analytical expression that approximately predicts the taxis velocity as function of the magnetic field intensity and orientation can be obtained in the following way: We first consider the case of run and tumble. Neglecting noise, the bacteria are forced to swim in the direction of the magnetic field. Thus, their motion up the gradient is given by the projection of their velocity in the direction of the field, which is given by the cosine of the angle between the magnetic field and the gradient, in the direction of the gradient, cos θ e,B . The projection effect is seen directly by the collapse of the velocity data for different magnetic field shown in S8 Fig. The velocity along the field, however, is not the swimming velocity v, but reduced by orientation fluctuations, which include both thermal noise and the those arising form tumbles and subsequent relaxation. The average alignment and thus the average velocity in the direction of the field can be described by an effective temperature, as shown above (Fig 3c) . Combining these two consideration, we arrive at the following expression for the chemotactic velocity,
For run and reverse, these considerations have to be modified, because the bacteria may swim both up and down the gradient. Thus, the cosine of the projection is replaced by its absolute value and the direction is included explicitly by a factor R � t up À t down t up þt down þ2t pause that accounts for the fraction of time of up-gradient swimming minus the corresponding fraction for down-gradient swimming (R ' 0.31 for our parameters). The full expression for the taxis velocity up a constant gradient for run and reverse is thus
The predictions obtained from Eqs (6) and (7) are included in Fig 4 and seen to provide a good approximation to the simulation result. The agreement gets even better for stronger fields, where the role of noise is minor (S8 Fig) .
Our comparison between different strategies for changes of the swimming direction, which identifies reversals as crucial for scenarios with a magnetic field antiparallel to a chemical gradient, might be dependent on choices in our modeling that therefore deserve additional investigation. In our model, we have assumed that runs or reverse runs down the gradient have the same duration as runs in the absence of a gradient, which need not be the case [46, 47] . Therefore we tested whether shortening runs down the gradient changes our results. The corresponding simulations are shown in S9 Fig and show that the advantage of tumbling over In black, the theoretical predictions. In the presence of a field at a small angle θ B,rC relative to the concentration gradient, run and tumble performs better than run and reverse (the pink area shows the gap between the tumble curve and the reverse curve). Reverse plus magnetic field outperforms reverse without the field except for angles around 90˚(the green area shows the gap between the curves with and without field for reverse). Tumble with field, on the other hand, hinders chemotaxis at large angles (the red area shows the gap between zero velocity and the tumble curve).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007548.g004 reversals in the case of a parallel field is also seen with shortened runs down the gradient, but is less pronounced than without the shortening.
Moreover, in the run and tumble motion of peritrichously flagellated bacteria such as E. coli and B. subtilis, the tumbles effectively include a mechanism for the reversal of the direction of motion, as the flagellar bundle opens during tumbles and can subsequently form on either side of the cell body, as demonstrated for the swimming of B. subtilis in a liquid crystal [48] . We therefore tested how choosing the direction of motion randomly as either parallel or antiparallel to the body orientation after a tumble affects the motion. In that case, motion up the gradient under an antiparallel magnetic field is indeed possible, but slower than in the parallel case and slower than in the absence of the field (S10a Fig) . Moreover, such a high probability of changing the direction of motion relative to the orientation of the cell body is not realistic given the distributions of reorientation angles during tumbles cf. S2 Fig, as it would result in a distribution that is symmetric around 90˚. To test the influence of the fraction of reversals, we also simulated a combination of reversals and tumbles that interpolates smoothly between the two types of behaviors. We varied the fraction of reversals and found that swimming up the gradient against a magnetic field requires more than 50% reversals (S10b Fig) , strengthening the point that a mechanism of reversal is needed for effective motion in the scenario of a gradient opposed by a magnetic field. We also note that to our knowledge, none of the magnetotactic bacteria that were described so far are peritrichously flagellated. If tumbling occurs, as reported in some cases [13, 45] , the mechanism for tumbling is likely different from the one in E. coli.
Finally, the already mentioned nonlinear regime of the chemotactic signaling system [40] results in a scenario where runs up the gradient are very long and cells spend almost all time running. One might expect that in this case, the difference between the tumbling and reversal strategies disappears. This is indeed true if the magnetic field is parallel to the gradient. However, if the field and the gradient are antiparallel, reversals are still seen to be more efficient than tumbles (S11 Fig). In that case, the tumbling bacteria cannot make full use of the very long runs up the gradient, because immediately after a tumble, the magnetic torque reorients them to align them with the magnetic field and thereby forces them to swim down the gradient with very short runs; in this way, they are never able to access the long runs up the gradient.
For the case of run and reverse chemotaxis towards an attractant, we quantify how the mean run time influences the taxis velocity with and without the magnetic field. Magnetotactic bacteria can perform very long runs compared to the runs of E. coli [32] . Without a magnetic field, very long runs would be detrimental for gradient sensing, since thermal noise results in a re-orientation of the cell within a time t given by < cos 2 θ >= 6D r t. Without a magnetic field (B = 0), we indeed see that the maximal taxis velocity is reached for a run time of about 2s (red curve of Fig 5) , for which the average thermal reorientation is ' 50˚. When a weak magnetic field of 50 μT is turned on (blue curve of Fig 5) , the taxis velocity is higher than without the field, as shown in the previous sections. Moreover, the velocity reaches a plateau for run times exceeding 2 s, showing how long runs benefit from the presence of magnetic fields. The advantage persists for the inclination of the magnetic field of the Earth relative to a vertical gradient in a stratified aqueous environment (with an angle of 157˚as in Berlin [49], see the purple line in Fig 5) .
Magnetoaerotactic band formation with a constant gradient
In the presence of an oxygen gradient and of a magnetic field, magnetotactic bacteria accumulate in regions of their preferred oxygen concentration C � , which leads to the formation of a band of high bacterial density in a quasi-one dimensional geometry such as a capillary [12] [13] [14] . This behavior is recovered in our model, when we treat oxygen as a chemoattractant at concentrations C < C � and as a chemorepellent for C > C � in the run and reverse scenario (see S1 Text) (Fig 6a) . In the run and tumble scenario, formation of a band is only seen in the absence of a magnetic field, as band formation in the presence of a magnetic field requires motion against that field, which is prohibitively unlikely in run and tumble, as discussed above. However, as aerotaxis without a magnetic field would be sufficient for band formation (and indeed also occurs in non-magnetic bacteria [50] ), the question arises what the advantage of magnetically assisted aerotaxis might be. A possible answer is that with magnetic assistance, the band forms more rapidly. Thus, we simulate the formation of a magneto-aerotactic band in a fixed linear oxygen gradient. We estimate the width of the band by the standard deviation σ eq of the swimmer position in the direction of the gradient (Fig 6b) (for an alternative derivation, see S12 Fig) . This quantity relaxes quickly as the band is formed. The relaxation time of band formation and, to a lesser extent, the steady-state width of the band are seen to depend on the intensity of the magnetic field and the angle of application (Fig 6b-6d) . The formation of the band is indeed sped up at low inclination of the field relative to the gradient. For inclinations approaching 90˚, however, band formation is strongly slowed down, in particular for high field strength for which it is inhibited, consistent with our observation of a reduced chemotactic velocity above. Notably, for field strengths comparable to the Earth's magnetic field, a band still forms in less than an hour, indicating that magneto-aerotaxis (based on run and reverse) remains functional even at 90˚.
As already discussed above, run and tumble motion of peritrichous bacteria includes a mechanism for reversals by re-forming the flagellar bundle on the opposite side of the cell body. One would therefore expect that this scenario allows for band formation. This is indeed the case as shown in S13 Fig, but the band is wider than for run and reverse. We tested again combinations of tumbling and reversals and found that a large fraction of reversals (>50%, in excess of what is consistent with the reorientation distribution of E. coli) is needed for robust band formation. Thus, while not all run and tumble mechanism prohibit band formation, it is the reversals included in an E.coli-type tumbling mechanism that are crucial and allow the required motion against the magnetic field.
Together, our observations of band formation support the following picture: a mechanism for swimming in the direction imposed by the magnetic field and well as against that direction is required for magneto-aerotaxis. Such a mechanism is provided by reversals. For reversing bacteria, a magnetic field can speed up the formation of an aerotactic band for low inclinations, but does not prohibit it at inclinations close to 90˚, consistent with the presence of magnetotactic bacteria close to the Earth's equator [51] . 
Magnetoaerotactic band formation with a dynamic gradient
To compare our simulations results with experimental data on the magnetically assisted aerotaxis, we perform capillary experiments for the magnetotactic bacterium Magnetospirillum gryphiswaldense MSR-1 and follow the formation of the magneto-aerotactic band. The bacteria, which perform axial magnetotaxis, i.e. swim along the field line without a directional preference, are placed in capillary with one open an one closed end. The interior of the capillary is initially anoxic and oxygen diffuses in from the open end, resulting in an oxygen gradient. A homogeneous magnetic field of 50 μT is applied antiparallel to the oxygen gradient. As a magnetoaerotactic band forms, its position is recorded over time (green data points of Fig 7b) . Moreover, we record videos of the stationary band from which the band profile can be extracted as described in Methods (green data points in Fig 7b) . From this image, the grayscale intensity is extracted, which is proportional to the bacterial distribution in the band (green data points of Fig 7d) . The bacterial distribution can be fitted by a symmetric Laplace distribution (green line), which gives a characteristic size of the band of 73 μm. Moreover, by tracking individual bacteria, their mean velocity is determined to be 50 μms −1 . These parameters are used in the following simulations since we now focus on reproducing a specific system.
We compare these experimental data to our simulations to test our aerotactic model. Compared to the simulations above, where a constant gradient is considered, the simulations are extended to include the dynamics of the oxygen gradient (due to oxygen diffusion and consumption by the bacteria) and the interactions of the bacteria with the walls, see Methods.
Interactions between bacteria (specifically excluded volume) are neglected, since the system remains rather dilute even within the band. The run times in the favored and unfavored directions, and the oxygen consumption rate k are used as free fitting parameters. We vary these parameters to match the stationary band size and the position of the band over time. In general, reducing the difference between the two run times and reducing the consumption constant make the dynamics slower; the band size decreases with larger differences between the run times; and the oxygen consumption rate has a strong effect on the stationary position of the band (see S14 Fig S14 for more details on the influence of the parameters on the final outcome). The best match in Fig 7 is obtained with run times of 2 s and 0.9 s and k = 0.005 mol min −1 cell −1 . The run times are comparable with the ones of E. coli [28] , while they seem to underestimate the mean values for polar MSR1 [32] , even though further experiments are needed to measure the biased run times up and down the gradient for magnetotactic bacteria.
As it can be seen from Fig 7b and 7d , the simulated data (blue data points) show the same behavior as the experiments (green data points). The band forms close to the open end and moves further into the capillary reaching a stationary position such that the consumption of oxygen (mostly) in the band balances the diffusive flow of oxygen to the band. The density profile of the band is compatible between simulations and experiments, with a band width of 75 μm (Fig 7d) . Likewise, the band position is well reproduced by the simulation, at least up to 40 min (data points in Fig 7b) ; small deviations between the two at larger times likely reflect the fact that the number of bacteria in the band keeps increasing slowly in the simulations due to bacteria arriving from the very far anoxic end of the capillary, while in the experiments many of these bacteria are likely inactive or dead and never reach the band. In the simulation, the band position tracks the location of the preferred oxygen concentration (indicated by the red line), indicating the aerotaxis of the simulated bacteria. Thus, our magneto-aerotactic model gives an effective representation of the system. More simulation at different magnetic fields intensities are show in S15 Fig, which confirm the results obtained in the constant gradient simulations where the band formation is speed up by the magnetic interaction.
Discussion
In this paper, we propose an effective model for bacterial motility that couples chemotaxis, swimming strategies and external forces and torques. We show that the model reproduces the experimental data for magnetotactic bacteria, and therefore can be used to explore the effect of external forces and torques on the chemotactic behavior of microswimmers, in particular highlighting the effects on the chemotactic behavior of bacteria and biohybrids. We show that forces improve chemotaxis for angles smaller than 90˚and totally hinder it for values higher than a threshold value (Fig 2b) , for both run and reverse and run and tumble motions. This could be of particular interest when considering bacteria or biohybrids actuated and directed by external forces, such as magnetic swimmers in a magnetic gradient [17] and under the influence of magnetic tweezers [39] , or when considering chemotactic swimmers inside a fluid flow [36, 52] , for which previous studies ignored the complexity given by chemotactic behaviors.
While the effect of the forces does not depend on the strategy of motion of the bacteria, we show that bacteria performing 'run and reverse' or bacteria performing 'run and tumble' behave differently in the presence of magnetic torques. In particular, even though bacteria performing tumbles have an advantage compared to bacteria performing reversals under a parallel magnetic field, the presence of an antiparallel field completely inhibits chemotaxis in the case of tumbling, and thus tumbling bacteria cannot form a chemotactic/ aerotactic band in the presence of a magnetic field. If the mechanism of tumbling, as the opening and reformation of a flagellar bundle in peritrichously flagellated bacteria, includes a mechanism of reversals (by forming the bundle on the opposite pole of the cell [48] , tumbling allows for band formation, but less efficiently and only if such reversals are more probable than what is consistent with observed reorientation distributions. Moreover, it is not clear whether this applies to magnetotactic bacteria, as no peritrichous magnetotactic bacteria are known.
On the one hand, this observation could explain why magnetotactic bacteria do not rely on tumbles as the main mechanism to actively change direction and instead use reversals, or 90c hanges, or mixed behaviors [31, 32, 45, 53] ); on the other hand, this observation provides a crucial design constraint in planning future biomedical applications with biohybrids, magnetically functionalized, but naturally non-magnetotactic organisms. Until now, the swimming and taxis strategies have not been taken into account in detail and the design of such applications only considered the general chemotactic characteristic of the species [16] . Our results indicate that a mechanism for the reversal of motion is needed for chemotaxis in the presence of magnetic guidance, so suitable non-magnetic bacteria must be used; in laternative, flicks with mean angles of 90˚could also be suitable (see MC-1 behavior [53] ). If reversals due to tumbling with formation of the flagellar bundle on the opposite side of the cell body turn out to be sufficient, the biohybrid design must ensure that this remains possible when the cells are attached to large beads [16] or partly encapsulated [54] .
The crucial difference between the two chemotactic strategies is one of directionality more than a difference in the underlying signaling. For both run and reverse and run and tumble, a magnetic field reduces the aerotactic search from a three-dimensional search to one-dimensional one, confined (up to fluctuations in alignment) along the direction of the field. For tumbling bacteria, directed swimming occurs only in the direction of the field, while reversing bacteria can swim in both directions and are thus able to perform one-dimensional chemotactic motion even against the field direction. On top of this directionality effect, there could be more detailed interactions between the chemotactic response and external fields that are mediated by the signaling apparatus. For example, it was shown for E. coli that the swimming response to a chemical gradient results in a behavioral feedback because the signal received by the cell is affected by the cell's motion [40, 47] . Since the latter motion is modified by the external field, one can expect that under strong gradients the field will impact the chemotactic response also in more subtle ways mediated by the signaling system. A related question is to what extent the impact of the external field is dependent on how close the system is to optimal parameters for the given signaling system, as the chemotactic performance is rather sensitive to the phenotypic parameters [47, 55] . Unfortunately, for magnetotatic bacteria, the chemotactic signaling mechanisms are not very well understood, as only few studies have addressed the underlying molecular signaling system [32] . At a coarse-grained level, however, the rates of directional changes (tumbles or reversals) have to depend on both the local oxygen concentration and the local oxygen gradient [12] . The dependence on the oxygen gradient determines the direction of motion (although a recent theoretical study has proposed a mechanism where a dependence on the local oxygen concentration may be sufficient [56] ), while a dependence on the oxygen concentration is needed to switch between oxygen as an attractant and a repellent.
Our work can also throw some light on why magnetotactic bacteria produce the intracellular magnetic chain: we demonstrate from the microscopic point of view that parallel or antiparallel magnetic fields speed up chemotaxis considerably, even for weak fields such as the Earth's magnetic field, confirming and extending previous work at the population level [13] [14] [15] . We also show that this advantage is strongly dependent on the angle between magnetic fields and chemical gradients: for high angles, chemotaxis is actually slowed down, but not completely hindered, in accordance with the finding that magnetotactic bacteria exist at the Equator [51] . Moreover, we show that magnetic fields allow the bacteria to perform very long runs without losing the orientation, indeed tracking of single bacteria shows that runs can extend up to 20 s [32] . Why these long runs are useful for the bacteria is still an open question. They could be useful to bacteria in the oxic zone of water above the sediment, which try to return rapidly to the preferred microoxic conditions in the sediment. Future studies will have to explore what happens to the bacteria once they swim inside the sediments. Does the magnetic field still provide an advantage in such porous media? Some research has been done towards this end [15, 36] , but more studies are needed. This would also be of great importance for future biomedical applications where the environments are usually crowded, complex and porous [18, 36] .
In summary, we propose and study a model for chemotactic motility that can incorporate external forces and torques due to, e.g., tweezers, fluid flow or magnetic fields. These scenarios are experimentally accessible and our model may inform the design of such experiments. Specifically, we apply the model to describe magnetotactic bacteria, but other magnetically guided microswimmers such as biohybrids can be treated in a similar fashion. The model demonstrates benefits and disadvantages of the magnetic guidance of aerotaxis or other chemotaxis. In particular, the functionality of a run and tumble mechanism under magnetic guidance is limited, which may be important for the design of biohybrid microswimmers that are often based on run-and-tumble bacteria such as E. coli [16] . By contrast, a run and reverse mechanism is beneficial in the presence of a magnetic field at moderate inclinations, speeding up chemotaxis/aerotaxis and remains non-prohibitive at high inclinations of the magnetic field relative to the gradient. Beyond the aspects studied here, our model provides a starting point to address the collective behavior of magnetotactic bacteria and other magnetic microswimmers as well as the interplay of the dynamics of taxis with complex confining geometries.
Supporting information S1 Text. Implementation of chemotaxis. Implementation of chemotaxis for attractants, reppellents and preferred concentration, available as an attachment. (PDF) Here in this work we considered tumble (upper row) or reverse (lower row). For example, E. coli performs tumbles with a mean angle of 68˚ [28] . In our model, tumbling is implemented as rotational diffusion with a high noise strength, which is chosen such as to match this mean angle. This matching is described in S2 Fig. Other bacteria perform run and reverse motion. During a reversal, the body of the bacteria does not re-orient but the bacteria just inverts the direction of velocity. The mean angle is close to 180˚, but no exactly, because of thermal noise. In our model, reverse is implemented as a pause mimicking the slowing of motion during a reversal, so there is a time window without active propulsion, during which rotational diffusion due to thermal noise can reorient the cells direction of motion. The middle column shows three example trajectories for run and tumble and for run and reverse, in absence of external forces, torques or gradients. Both run and reverse and run and tumble nicely explore the three dimensional space thanks to thermal noise and thanks to the active changes of direction. A magnetic field provides a torque aligning the direction of motion with the direction of the field and thus, when the field is turned on, the observed behavior changes. Some examples trajectories in the presence of the magnetic field are shown in the right column (blue is without field, red for B = 50 μT -corresponding to the magnetic field of the Earth-, and yellow for B = 500 μT. The field is directed along þẑ). For run and tumble, the trajectories are stretched in the direction of the magnetic field and motion is unidirectional parallel to the field, with excursions away from that direction. These are due to the tumbles that kick the trajectories out of alignment, followed by re-alignment during the runs, provided those are long enough. For run and reverse, the trajectories show bidirectional motion parallel and antiparallel to the magnetic field. The bacteria remain aligned with the field and have the same probability of swimming up or down. Changes of the direction only occur via rotational diffusion which is suppressed by the field, effectively confining the trajectories to a one-dimensional persistent random walk along the axis of the field. (TIFF) S2 Fig. Tumbling effective temperature . Tumbling has been implemented as an effective rotational diffusion with enhanced noise. The strength of that noise can formally be described by an effective 'tumbling temperature', T tumble . This parameter is chosen such that the resulting mean tumbling angle matches the measured tumbling angle of hθ tumble i = 68˚observed for E. coli [28] . To do so we generated 50000 tumbling angles from a simulation of our model for different noise strengths and calculated the mean and standard deviation for each noise strength to find a parameter value that matches the experimental angle. The normalized distribution of the tumbling angle obtained with the best fit parameter T tumble = 4.2 × 10 4 K is shown here as black bars, and it is seen to be very close to the experimental distribution of Berg and Brown [28] (blue points), with the same mean and standard deviation (hθ tumble i = (68 ± 40)˚compared to hθ tumble i = (68 ± 36)˚ [28] ) and a very similar skewness to the right. Here the oxygen concentration is integrated only along the long axis of the capillary and it is considered constant in the cross section of the capillary. The band forms only for values of rC 0 close to 0, so for simplicity the response function τ run is chosen to be a step function, in accordance with previous works [12, 13] . Effect of rC 0 on the chemotactuc velocity for a constant gradient. Mean position of 1000 bacteria performing attractive chemotaxis with a constant gradient. The slope of the line gives the chemotactic velocity. The results are obtained in green for 0 magnetic field, and in blue for a parallel magnetic field of 50 μT. Filled lines correspond to rC 0 = 0 (equivalent to considering a step-function for τ run ), dashed lines correspond to rC 0 = rC/10, and dotted lines to rC 0 = rC. For both tumble e) and reverse f) and in all magnetic conditions, it can be seen that chosing rC 0 = 0 or rC 0 = rC/10 gives the same result, while chosing rC 0 = rC slows down chemotaxis of 15% for tumble and 0 μT, 9% for tumble and 50 μT, 20% for reverse and 0 μT and 8% for reverse and 50 μT. In conclusion, changing the cutoff rC 0 (thus changing the linear behavior range in t run ) affects in minimum part the chemotactic velocity. The effect of rC 0 for a dynamic gradient in a capillary is explored in the supplementary S3 Fig. Again , changing the gradient cut slows down or speeds up the chemotaxis; the effect is more pronounced for this system. (TIFF) S4 Fig. Band size in the modified model. Band size as function of time for the models with and without resetting of the run (yellow and blue, respectively) after crossing the preferred concentration. Without resetting the bacterium is allowed to finish its run after crossing the preferred concentration, while with resetting a new run is started (likely with a smaller run time) when the bacterium crosses the preferred concentration and runs in the unfavorable direction (thus shorter). As it can be seen, resetting results in a smaller band size, which is also necessary to match the experimental data. For these simulations, t up = 6 s, t down = 1 s and k = 0.01 fmol min −1 cell −1 . As an example, we fit (case a), in red) the cosine of the alignment angle θ e,B after a tumble for 500 μt without noise (case a), in blue), the case for which the theory was derived. With the parameters of our simulation, the expected value for b ¼ 1=t is 4.4 s −1 . This value is recovered by fitting the simulation data, giving β = 4.1s −1 . The fit has been performed with the function f ðxÞ ¼ e 2bðxÀ dÞ À ð1À aÞð1þaÞ À 1 e 2bðxÀ dÞ þð1À aÞð1þaÞ À 1 , where b evaluates b ¼t À 1 , a evaluates e z0 and d is needed to re-scale the times to 0. The data have been fitted with f(x) as described in the S3 Text (in red). Then we consider the cosine of the angle θ e,B after a tumble event at B = 500 μT in the presence of thermal noise (case b), blue curve). The data have been fitted with g(x) = f(x) + g 0 (in red). The constant g 0 = hcos θ e,B i reflects the nonzero mean value of the cosine in thermal equilibrium. The fit in this case leads to β ' 4.0 s −1 , still in good agreement with the theory derived in absence of noise. For a magnetic field of B = 50 μT, the strength of the magnetic field of the Earth, the relaxation constant is β = 0.44 s −1 , corresponding to a decay time oft ' 2:3 s. However, in that case, the fluctuations around that decay are considerably more pronounced when the thermal noise is present. (TIFF) S6 Fig. Data collapse for the mean cosine. The Langevin curves for the cosine of the alignment angle can be plotted as function of MB/k B T eff , with the effective temperature determined by fitting the Langevin function to the individual curves. In this case, all data for different run times collapse on one Langevin curve, when the cosine of the alignment angle is plotted as function of the effective Langevin parameter MB/k B T eff with a run-time dependent effective temperature. Only small deviations from the theoretical curve are observed, but not as strong as the deviation seen for the histogram of the alignment angle. We emphasize that the effective temperature which we obtain by fitting the Langevin plots is different from the tumbling temperature, it depends on the mean tumble time and on the rotational friction coefficient and generally satisfies T < T eff < T tumble . (TIFF) S7 Fig. Velocity condensation. Alignment angle for run and tumble at B = 500 μT, for 3D motion (purple curve) with and without thermal noise during runs (diamonds/stars) compared to a 2D projection (blue curve) with and without thermal noise (diamonds stars). While 3D and the 2D projections differ from each other when thermal noise during runs is present, when thermal noise is taken away the two cases coincide, and they show the velocity condensation phenomenon described by Rupprecht et al. [44] . In dark blue, the theoretical curve at small angles P θ θ −1+KT/mB [44] . The effect they describe results true only without thermal noise. (TIFF)
S8 Fig. Chemotaxis up a gradient in presence of a magnetic field.
Chemotactic velocity as a function of the field inclination relative to the gradient for tumble (a) and reverse (b) at different magnetic field velocities. For a very strong magnetic field and tumble, we see that in the parallel case, the self velocity of 14.2 μm is reached. For run and reverse, the velocities are always smaller than for the corresponding tumble case at 0˚. The same plots are presented in (c) (tumble) and (d) (reverse), but here they are collapsed since now the velocity is normalized to 1. In black, the cosine of the magnetic angle for the tumble and of the absolute value of the cosine for reverse. Higher magnetic field follow the theoretical cosine better. The advantage of tumbling over reversals in the case of a parallel field is also seen with shortened runs down the gradient, but is less pronounced than without the shortening. (TIFF) S10 Fig. Chemotactic velocities for tumbling with reversals. We tested two different mechanisms that combine tumbles with reversals. (a) In the first case, after each tumble the direction of motion is chosen randomly as either parallel or antiparallel to the body orientation mimicking the formation of a flagellar bundle on either side of the body (data in purple). In that case, motion up the gradient under an antiparallel magnetic field is possible, but slower than in the parallel case and slower than in the absence of the field. For comparison, tumble without the randomization of the direction of motion is shown in orange. (b) In the second case, the bacterium performs tumbles or reversals with certain probabilities at the end of each run. We simulated a combination of reversals and tumbles that interpolates smoothly between the two types of behaviors. We varied the fraction of reversals and found that swimming up the gradient against a magnetic field requires more than 50% reversals. (TIFF) S11 Fig. Non-linear regime with antiparallel magnetic fields. We tested a scenario where runs up the gradient are very long and cells spend almost all time running as expected for a nonlinear chemotactic regime. Here, the run times up the gradient are 20 s, while the run times downward are 1 s. The averaged position of the bacteria as function of time is plotted for reverse and tumble. Positive values correspond to bacteria climbing up the gradient. Here, an antiparallel magnetic field is used and 100 cycles of run and change of directions are plotted. Reversing bacteria practically run always up the gradient with very long runs, while tumbling bacteria are forced to follow the antiparallel magnetic field, and are thus forced to swim down the gradient with very short runs. (TIFF) S12 Fig. Band width estimation. The size of the band is estimated in the main paper as the standard deviation of the position of the bacteria along the gradient. An alternative way to estimate it is the following: the density profile of the band after the equilibrium time (in this case for run and reverse of 477 s) is obtained (Fig (a) ), integrating over all time-steps after the equilibration and normalizing it by the number of time-steps and number of bacteria. The profile can be well fitted with a Laplace distribution f ðxÞ ¼ 1 2L exp À jxÀ mj L À � , where the free fitting parameters are m, the position of the preferred concentration and L, the decay length of the curve. The curve is symmetrical with respect to the preferred concentration (which is situated at 2000 μm and indicated by the red line for this case without magnetic field). L is thus a good estimator of the size of the band, since 68% of the density is situated in [m − L, m + L]. The bands seen in the simulations have a symmetric shape and their density profiles decay on both sides with the same decay length (this has been tested by fitting both sides separately with an exponential). Comparing the two approaches, we notice that the results show the same trends, but using the Laplace distribution fit leads to systematically smaller values. This is due to the fact that the standard deviation is influenced by the long tails of bacteria that are not in the band, which increase the estimate of the band width compared to L. In Fig (b) , we show the band width obtained by the fit with the Laplace distribution for different magnetic field intensities, as a function of the magnetic field orientation. (TIFF) S13 Fig. Band formation for tumble with reverse. Band formation in a constant gradient for reverse, tumble, tumble with random change in orientation and mix of 50% reverse and 50% tumble at different magnetic field intensities. In the plot, the position of 100 bacteria is shown after 500 cycles of run and change of direction. The bacteria are initial distributed randomly within the black box at [1600, 2400] μm. The preferred concentration is situated at 2000 μm (red dotted vertical line). The x axis is in μm, y axis has size of 800 μm. While reverse and tumble with random orientation can form the band in any condition, pure tumble and a mixture of tumble and reverse perform chemotaxis poorly and do not form a band that is well localized around the preferred concentration. (TIFF) S14 Fig. Choice of the free parameters for the capillary assay. The model of the capillary assay presents three free parameters that could not be determined by the experiments: t up the run time towards a favorable direction, t down towards an unfavorable direction, and the oxygen consumption k. First we varied the run times to get the desired band size (Fig a) . We plot here the band size as function of the two run times for an antiparallel field of 50 μT; the green plane corresponds to the desired experimental value. The blue points were obtained keeping t down constant; the green points, keeping t up constant; and the red points, keeping the ration between the two times constant. The winning point is the bright red case, obtained for t up = 2 s and t down = 0.9 s with k = 0.01 fmol min −1 cell −1 (see [12, 13] ). The point size is proportional to the ratio of the times. Then, to match the band position dynamics (Fig b) , the consumption constant k is varied. Smaller consumption constants make the dynamics slower. To match the experimental data points in green, we chose k = 0.005 fmol min −1 cell −1 . (TIFF) S15 Fig. Capillary assay at other magnetic field intensities. Since the model provides an effective description of the system, the effect of the magnetic field can be explored also in this capillary assay. The dynamics of the band position depends on the magnetic field intensity (a): stronger magnetic fields stabilize the band closer to the air-water interface thanks to the interplay between aerotaxis, oxygen consumption and magnetic fields. The band position is represented by the data points and the preferred concentration (C � ) position by the red lines. Magnetic fields do not influence the band position at small times (below 5 min), when the leading dynamics is the oxygen flow as it can be seen from Fig (a) , where pure oxygen flow -dashed red curve-matches the curves in the presence of bacteria. On the contrary, the magnetic field speeds the formation of the band up at small times before reaching the equilibrium: the band formed with the Earth magnetic field (blue curve of Fig (b) and with 500 μT (yellow curve) is already symmetrical at 5 min and more dense compared to the band formed without magnetic field (in red). Therefore, in agreement with the results for a constant gradient, antiparallel magnetic fields help the band formation. (TIFF) S1 Table. Simulation parameters for free bacteria. Simulation parameters for free swimming bacteria. Some comments are in order with respect to these parameters. (i) The friction coefficients are calculated assuming a spherical shape of the bacterium/microswimmer. The radius of the sphere was chosen to be 1μm, a values compatible with the dimension of E. coli bacteria [28] , as well as of some magnetotactic bacteria, in particular strain MSR-1 [11] . (ii) The magnetic moment was chosen to match the one of MSR-1 [57] . Here, a magnetic crystal with size 25 nm possesses a magnetization of ' 3.1 × 10 −17 Am 2 . Considering a typical crystal of MSR-1 [58, 59] with radius 50nm, and considering a mean of 20-30 crystals per bacterium [11] , we obtain the final value of 0.6 × 10 −3 A μm 2 , in good agreement with the magnetic moment calculated in [43] . (iii) Regarding the swimming speed, the mean run time with and without chemical gradients, and the mean tumble time, the parameters were chosen as measured for E. coli [28] . The parameters for magnetotactic bacteria have not been measured at the same level of detail, but swimming speeds tend to be larger and to vary greatly between studied strains [12] . (iv) The gradient was chosen constant in space and time, with a value similar to the serine gradient experienced by the bacteria in the experiments of Berg and Brown [28] . Oxygen gradients that built up dynamically in experiments with magnetotactic bacteria were seen to have similar values [12] . The preferred concentration was chosen in the range of oxygen concentration preferred by microaerophilic bacteria [13, 60] . (PDF) S2 Table. Simulation parameters for bacteria in capillaries. Simulation parameters for capillary assays. If not stated here, the parameters are unchanged with respect to S1 Table. For the capillary assay, the oxygen concentration and gradient are dynamic and not constant. The run-time response function to the gradient is a step function, thus the reference gradient rC 0 is 0. (PDF)
